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Background on Hybrid Courses

• What is a hybrid class at Tallahassee Community College?

• What is the history of mathematics/statistics hybrid classes at Tallahassee 
Community College?

• Reimplementing hybrid statistics classes fall 2020



Initial Build for Hybrid Statistics Classes (Fall 2020)

• 3 sections (2 applied statistics and 1 intro to statistics)

• Ideal hybrid class structure 

• Video component

• In-class discussion component

• Out-of-class assignment component

• Initial growth mindset implementations

• Qualitative results



Refining Hybrid Statistics Classes (Spring 2021)

• 3 sections (2 applied statistics and 1 honors intro to statistics)

• Similar homework assignments and tests along with the same videos

• Growth mindset interventions deployed:
• Opening growth mindset assignment

• Notes submissions

• Regular reflections on understanding and learning



Initial Growth Mindset AssignmentAssignment Instructions:

I know things are difficult right now - your world may be completely 
different than it was several months ago (I know my world is drastically 
different). But it is important that we persist, and that we keep going 
to continue academically to the best of our abilities.

You probably didn’t intend to take an online stats class, but here we 
are now. You may get frustrated that you don't get things as easily, 
that we can't meet face-to-face in the classroom or during office hours 
to get your questions answered right away. I can promise that I will be 
doing my best to meet your academic needs however I can online. You 
may find the material in these chapters difficult, but I know you can do 
it! As long as you use all of the resources available and ask for help 
when you need it, you can be successful. What these videos and 
answer the prompts below.

Prompt 1: What is something your learned from these videos? If you 
didn't feel you've learned anything, what is something that you already 
knew that was reinforced here?

Prompt 2: What is something you feel you can take from these videos 
and apply it to our remaining time in this class?



Sample of Student Responses
Applied Statistics Response 1

I have always been one to struggle with math and 
find it difficult to understand. With watching 
these videos it shows to keep going and have an 
open mindset towards your goals because you 
can go far and get better along the way. I will try 
to the best of my ability to fully understand what 
we learn online and keep the information stored 
so I can get the best grade I can.

Honors Student Response 1
I learned that everyone has to start somewhere. 
Of course, growing up, I had heard the phrase 
being said by my teachers and family, but I hadn't 
given it much thought. I like when the speaker 
gave the example of Einstein not knowing how to 
count to ten. It made me feel like everyone is in 
the same boat when it comes to learning. It's very 
humbling to think that we all started as babies 
and have gone through our failures to be where 
we are now.



Sample of Student Responses
Applied Statistics Response 2

I was never introduced to statistics in my high 
school, so before this semester started I had 
worries. That is why watching these videos helped 
ease my mind. In the first video it was very 
descriptive of how all of us as individual start at 
the age zero. This means that people like Einstein 
or Shakespeare all had to learn the basics to get 
to where they are. I viewed this as a method of 
encouragement, it made me learned that I am on 
the right path even though sometimes I may feel 
like I am being left behind when it comes to doing 
something with my career.

Honors Student Response 2
A lesson from these two videos that I feel like I 
can apply to this class and life, in general, is to 
learn from my mistakes and the fact that at times 
I will fail, perhaps a lot of times, but that shouldn't 
stop me from trying. This lesson spoke to me 
because naturally, I tend to be a perfectionist, I 
usually aim to get things right on my first try. I 
have had trouble letting myself make mistakes 
and learn from them. I hope to be able to not let 
my failures and mistakes discourage me, but 
rather encourage me to learn and try even harder.



Building Upon This Initial Momentum

• Questions at this time?

• Moving into the material

• Shaping class meetings



Considering the Structure of the Class



Learning with Purpose

• Revisiting the ideal hybrid class meeting

• Taking steps to continue growth mindset/independent learning

• Constructing the opening class meeting

• Building for the next class meetings



Implementing Notes Submissions

Sample Instructions:

Upload a copy of the notes that you took for 
chapters 1 & 3 videos. I don't expect notes 
detailing every single topic in the videos, but 
I should see some about the main ideas in 
this material. I would encourage you to write 
down vocabulary, examples, and summaries 
of the topics you see detailed in these 
videos.

• Counting notes submissions as a portion 
of the overall grade

• Assessing notes submissions

• The importance of feedback



Examples of Students’ Notes



Examples of Students’ Notes



Examples of Students’ Notes



Qualitative Results During In-Class Meetings

• Discussing the material

• Reinforcing difficult ideas

• Focusing on technology

• Moving into extensions

• Questions at this time?



Implementing Reflections
Sample Instructions:
Take some time to reflect on the material from 
chapters 1 & 3. Answer one or more of the prompts 
below:

• What was the muddiest point for you (hardest to 
understand)?

• What was the clearest point for you (easiest to 
understand)?

• What is something that you need a little more 
help understanding?

Topics from this chapter include: variation, 
numerical vs categorical data, populations vs 
samples, bar graphs, pareto charts, pie charts, 
stacked bar graphs, frequency vs relative frequency, 
stemplots, dotplots, histogram, shape, center, 
spread, misleading graphs, etc.

• Continuing to think about the material

• Counting reflections as a portion of the 
overall grade

• Assessing reflections

• The importance of continuing feedback



Examples of Student Reflections
Initial Reflection
For me, the easiest point for me to understand were 
what types of data are used in each graph. I have had 
many math classes online and the first chapter 
normally always has reviewing graphs so they are 
previous knowledge. The hardest point for me to 
understand were the stem-and-leaf display because 
in the homework it asks you to make one and I am 
just having trouble trying to put it in a display. I 
would need more help with the stem-and-leaf 
displays and just using the data to put it into 
different graphs. I need some practice with this.

Last Reflection
Chapter 15 looks like the other chapters we have 
worked on so the easiest point for me to understand 
was the steps that are used to figure out of we reject 
Ho or not. I think the only point I need to work on is 
describing why we reject Ho.

Feedback



Examples of Student Reflections
Initial Reflection
Due to the chapter being more so terminology 
then calculation or problem solving. I found no 
trouble understanding the materials. I'm just a 
little worried in regards to remembering the 
meaning of the terms after a while or under stress 
(like testing).

The whole chapter was clear. I loved the video 
that coronated with the lesson.

Last Reflection
The muddiest point for me was learning how to 
input the information for the calculator.  The 
clearest point for me was test statistic and p-value 
for this tests and making a conclusion with this 
test.  So far I just a little more help with the 
calculator.

Feedback



Examples of Student Reflections
Initial Reflection
The hardest point for me is knowing when to state if 
it's a numerical variable or just a variable in a 
problem. The clearest point for me is the difference 
between a sample and a population. I also thought 
observational studies and confounding variables 
were easier to remember because they are more 
realistic to the real world. I think doing more 
examples of simply identifying vocabulary will help 
me. It's like I recognize the words but don't know 
how to pick them out in a problem.

Last Reflection
The easiest thing for me to understand is the 
different type of graphs and whether they are 
positive, negative, or linear. Something I might need 
more help understanding is the line of best fit.

Feedback



Results of Implementing Interventions

Fall 2020 Breakdown
• Applied Statistics: 77.6% success (ABC) 13.8% 

failure (DF) and 8.6% W. (n=58)

• Intro to Statistics (Non Honors): 91.2% success 
(ABC) 5.9% failure (DF) and 2.9% W. (n=35)

*Online Intro to Statistics 82.5% success rate 
(n=103)

Spring 2021 Breakdown
• Applied Statistics: 83.3% success (ABC) 10.0% 

failure (DF) and 6.7% W. (n=60)

• Intro to Statistics (Honors): 95% success (ABC) 
5% failure (DF) and 0% W. (n=20)

*Online Intro to Statistics 90.1% success rate 
(n=71)



Refining Interventions Moving Forward

• Similar course load for fall 2021 

• Continuing the initial GM assignment, notes submissions, and reflections

• Possibly adding in test-focused GM boosters and a final reflection



Questions?



Thank you!


